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The Leidos NGEN-R SMI&T Team unites Leidos — a FORTUNE 500® information technology, engineering,  
and science leader — with IBM, Verizon, and Unisys to provide the trusted, verifiable, and invested  
expertise essential to integrating a modernized network for the U.S. Navy’s Next Generation Enterprise  
Network (NGEN)-R SMI&T program.

THE LEIDOS TEAM — COMMERCIAL BEST PRACTICES AND TRUSTED GOVERNMENT EXPERTISE

By combining commercial best practices and leading-edge technologies with a deep understanding of the 
defense sector’s most complex challenges, the Leidos Team brings vast security engineering, CND, and 
enterprise IT transformation experience. Our focus is on vigilance, vetting, and efficiency — uniting forces  
and bringing decades of expertise leading large-scale, secure public sector and government networks and 
mission-critical programs to bear on every aspect of NGEN-R SMI&T.

 f Leidos is the largest government systems integrator and top provider of IT services and technical  
solutions to the U.S. Government. For nearly 50 years, our capabilities have helped Sailors achieve  
global mission success and provide transformational impact for the U.S. Navy. 

 f IBM has 51 cloud data centers around the globe and provides customers maximum flexibility of  
structuring cloud application environments and provides commercially proven expertise for advising  
which Commercial, Private or Hybrid cloud structure to deliver the best business capabilities.

 f Verizon offers Private IP service in 150 countries/territories, including over 1,400 Provider Edge  
devices in more than 170 markets, and over 15,000 customer VPNs and 340,000+ sites. Verizon  
also manages over 4,000 customer networks, and more than 400,000 security, network and hosting 
devices in 150+ countries.

 f Unisys successfully transitioned and is now providing a full range of IT support services to 1.4 million  
U.S. Army users via the Army Enterprise Service Desk contract.

We’re Leading the  
World’s Most Advanced,  
Secure IT Missions

Today’s team for tomorrow’s network.
TRUSTED | VERIFIABLE | INVESTED
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VERIFIED TECHNOLOGY LEADERS, ADVANCED SOLUTIONS  

AND UNCOMPROMISING SERVICE

The Leidos Team is comprised of some of the world’s most highly acclaimed 
technology innovators and award-winning service providers. Our collective track 
record demonstrates our unwavering commitment to ensuring seamless, secure,  
and scalable solutions designed to help our military leaders stay ahead of threats 
and achieve their missions.

 f Leidos is supporting the maintenance, operation, and modernization of a 
worldwide DOD data network with more than 3 million users. Our experts are 
supporting end users and warfighters on every continent, every day. Leidos  
was also recently recognized as a Thomson Reuters 2018 Top 100 Global 
Technology Leader, taking top marks in the innovation portion of the scoring 
methodology. The ranking identifies the technology industry’s top financially 
successful and organizationally sound organizations.  

 f IBM's cognitive systems augment human intelligence, allowing faster and  
more informed decisions. IBM is the leader in enterprise cloud and is 
experienced in all aspects of migration and adoption of cloud services in  
support of IT transformations. IBM’s cloud is a catalyst for innovation, speed  
and new applications allowing enterprises to innovate instantly.

 f Verizon developed — and now uses — automation to help federal customers 
transition to new contract vehicles and transform their IT. Verizon’s suite  
of security solutions can support everything from assessing current protocols  
and vulnerabilities to providing ongoing monitoring and maintenance of  
security programs. 

 f Unisys is a recognized market leader in Workplace Services by ISG and 
NelsonHall. Unisys delivers large-scale client solutions in travel and transportation, 
border security, and government services. 

INVESTED IN OUR CUSTOMERS’ MISSIONS — AND THEIR SUCCESS

The Leidos Team has the breadth, depth, and understanding essential to helping  
the U.S. Navy protect what’s most important and achieve its NGEN-R SMI&T goals. 
Our acumen and mission understanding; combined multi-billion R&D budget;  
and enterprise IT services, modernization, and integration leadership enable the 
Leidos Team to help the U.S. Navy prepare for what’s next. From sea floor to 
cyberspace, 24/7/365, we’re uniquely positioned and determined to help keep  
our Sailors, our nation, and its citizens safe.
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for tomorrow's 
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Leidos is ranked 
#1 on Washington 
Technology’s 
2017 list of Top 
100 Government 
Contractors

IBM's WatsonTM — at  
the core of its cognitive 
technology — reached 
1 billion customers  
in 2017

Verizon is a leader in 
Gartner's 2017 Magic 
Quadrant for Network 
Services; Unified 
Communications as a 
Service; and Managed 
Security Services, 
Worldwide  

Unisys ranked Highest 
in “Ability to Execute” 
in the 2018 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for 
Workplace Services, 
North America


